In May 2017, BESA member, F G Alden Ltd welcomed a visit from Kemp & Lauritzen, a member of TEKNIQ, the Danish mechanical and electrical contractors association, who are the fourth-largest trade and employers’ organisation in Denmark and the second largest in the construction industry. Kemp & Lauritzen has around 2,000 employees and is one of Denmark’s largest technical contractors and service companies.

F G Alden Ltd has been a BESA member for over 35 years and when it’s Managing Director Michael Moore was contacted by BESA to host a visit, although extremely busy he gratefully accepted the opportunity.

Having been established for over 94 years, F G Alden Ltd’s services include project management, design, installation, and maintenance of all mechanical, public health and electrical building services, and hold the Royal Warrant of Appointment to Her Majesty the Queen.

The visit was a great opportunity for F G Alden Ltd to promote our industry to our European counterparts and build potential collaborations between the two associations.

Gustav Petersen, customer director of Kemp & Lauritzen A/S of Esberg, Denmark said, “On behalf of our association TEKNIQ -VVS Vestjylland, I would like to say 1,000 thanks for allowing us to visit your exciting business on our study trip, including the review of the entire project at the college for international students, but also the visit to the building itself, where we were allowed to see the way that F G Alden Ltd installs the HVAC installations.

It gave us a great insight into the English methods and it was really interesting. We can see that FG Alden Ltd delivers quality to customers and is reflected in the clientele that encompasses work for her majesty, Queen Elizabeth.

Likewise, it was very interesting to hear about labour and difficulties to get the right scheduled plumbers. We have the same difficulties in Denmark. We were pleased to see the use of Danish products in the installation and construction.

Should you ever want to visit Denmark and see how we work here, just contact me!”
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